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27.10.06 
Non-Reacting? 

 
Sometimes, usually in the better spiri-literature, you can read the Spiritual Law: ‘Don’t 

react’. By which one would be able to abide in the observer-position, freeing you from 
slavery, from having to, automatically, react to whatever stimulus. In principle this is 
nonsense. If one indeed observes (as a Whole Consciousness-Body) when a stimulus is 
coming, it is noticed that there is a reaction, even if you don’t move the physical body at all, 
even if you don’t go along with thought(movement)s either. If you meet, or even think of, 
someone with (a lot or even just some) suppressed grief, pain, sadness, anger, fear, confusion, 
you start to also live this in your Body and maybe, exceptionally, consciously feel this – 
whether you want or not. There is reaction. If an aggressive dog barks at you or even jumps 
on you, you feel aggression too if not fear. There is reaction. If a woman opens for a man in 
her sexual chakra he might get (half) a hard-on, whether he read about non-reacting or not; 
there is reaction. It’s in principle not necessary to start swearing when, again, you react to 
nature by means of your hard-on. There is reaction, all the time, one cannot not react, one 
cannot suddenly be (totally) dead, be a lifeless observer. One definitely and obviously is not 
separate (not at all even) from one’s (supposed) surroundings, from stimuli. Ultimately, one is 
(Only) that surroundings – and is not oneself. One exists – as form at least – as reaction. One 
came here in the first place on earth into existence, into form, as reaction. Your parents made 
love and there was a reaction to this that became you (as form). Or were you then already 
merely observing the whole show? 

Nevertheless, at the same time it is possible to Neutrally, even Impersonally Feel, See 
reactions, which, if this Feeling-Seeing is continued, can lead to the end or melting of any 
(inherently limited) identification with a body-mind – into the Realization of Reality that 
there is only the Whole, no person, no unit nor even a from Life separate and observing 
Consciousness who or That would be able to decide whether to react or not. 

Instead of supposedly Solving Dual Fight, merely not-reacting is creating a(nother) 
fight by reacting to the (read or believed) idea of non-reacting – this reaction being related to 
and stemming from the Deeper Formless Truth Where everything is as it is, Where this One 
Truth or Reality Always stays and seems to overrule the manifested form-world, seems to be 
able to prevent the by ego labelled bad things in the world from happening: when things are 
‘bad’, ‘dark’, ‘undesired’ by ego, we ‘just’ go to the One World of Seeing and don’t react.1 
This attitude is itself a(n unSeen) reaction to something that has arisen and that the Ego 
doesn’t want to accept, doesn’t want to Be. Creating (more) Duality – here: between the Seer 
and the Seen, the One Formless World of Being and Seeing and the manifested world of form 
and happening – is not the solution to a problem created or purported by Ego. There is no 

                                                
1 If you follow the same perspective, isn’t it then so that also the reaction to nice stimuli must be restricted or 

stopped? The stimuli that lead to making love or to laughter, for instance, must simply be seen and not be 
reacted upon? In the ąwhole Learning-process of Finding out Truth, of Being Free(d) (therefore), this is 
certainly not a bad ‘stopover’ – if one doesn’t stop here for good, as it is not the Final Truth yet. 
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solution for the world and its happening, its reactions and there needn’t be. You are the world. 
Reality is the Only ‘Solution’ to no-problem. 

Besides as a spiritual technique or tactic for (relatively) more conscious people, 
supposed not reacting is usually the common thing to do by the (relatively) unconscious 
human being in confusion, (unconsciously) trying to suppress his or her emotions (that is: 
movements) and behaviour so that it can fit society’s supposed or actual demands. 
Suppressing is in itself not ‘the bad guy’, by the way. You can learn a hell of a lot by 
suppressing impulses, at least if you come to feel the tension that it brings, the necessary Fire 
of the Universal Fight of Consciousness and Unconsciousness, of the Formless and the Form, 
of Man and Woman. 

Anyhow, I’m not against learning not to react. It is very valuable, in fact. Only, once 
you got the point and you actually succeed, you better move on and See that non-reacting is a 
reaction as well, which, in turn, is easier to See when you stop reacting as an automate to all 
kinds of stimuli. You can See that extreme non-reaction is separate from and killing life – 
even though it allows Life Itself to become and vibrate Strong(er and Stronger). Only in the 
End, when Consciousness has successfully entered Unconsciousness, when Spirit and Matter 
have become One, when the Body Lives as the Conscious Heart instead of as a black box, the 
duality of and separation between reacting and non-reacting has dissolved. 


